
The Victorians loved scrapbooking, either buying already cut out images or cutting pictures out 
themselves. They derived great pleasure from arranging the pictures in books and sharing their 
creations with friends.
To my shame it was about twelve months ago when the landlord and landlady at the Wheel Inn 
showed me an old book which they had found in the attic of the pub, I believe.  The book was a 
well-worn, much-loved scrapbook typical of the late Victorian era. It is an absolute delight. Black 
and white which doesn’t do the images justice so I suggest that you either go on the website 
(sharehistory.org) to have a look (they are all tagged Victorian Scrapbook) or, even better, pay a 
visit to the Wheel and I am sure Andy or Eve will be pleased to show you the original.

So many women and children were caught up in the scrapbooking craze around the turn of the 
nineteenth century that ready to use pictures were printed to meet the demand. Who would have 
thought that this would have continued to the present day? The motivation today is much the same 
as it was in the nineteenth century. There is a pleasure in personally selecting pictures and placing 
them on the page as we wish. They become a focus for our dreams, of places like London which a 
young girl from Wyken at the end of the nineteenth century would probably never have visited. The 
pictures opened up a wider world and combined nostalgia, charm and the ever-present interest in the 
Royal Family. Perhaps the person who created the Wheel scrapbook couldn’t read but this was a 
book they could enjoy.
So who’s book might this have been? We look first for a date and have some clues. There are 
pictures of Queen Victoria and her family which would suggest a date in the 1890s, I think. We 
have no idea who created the book or even whether they lived at the Wheel. A signature would have 
been helpful but there was no need to sign it, after all it was not for our consumption. 
Let’s assume that the book was created by someone who lived at The Wheel. We have the 1891 and 
1901 censuses which tell us who was living there.
In 1891, Henry Callant is the licensee and a farmer aged 44. His wife is Eleanor aged 46 and Nellie 
is the daughter, aged 18. Jane Kyle is a servant, aged 26 and there is a visitor from Walsall, John 
Thomas, aged 21, a merchant.
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In 1901 the licensee is Harold Williams, aged 34, who was born in Wem, his wife, Hellen, aged 30, 
from Worcestershire,  John, son, aged 7, George Newill aged 21, groom and coachman, place of 
birth given as ‘Not Known,’ Kate Powell, aged 21, the barmaid, from Hereford and Godfrey Bates, 
aged 57, man of all work, born in Wolverhampton.

So who compiled the scrapbook? It could of course have been anyone, but I favour a daughter, such 
as Nellie Callant or one of the servants. I just can’t imagine a licensee’s wife having the time to 
spare. 

Above is the earliest picture we have of the Wheel Inn, dating from 1915-1925 I would estimate. I 
am sure experts in early omnibuses could give me a clear idea of the date and I would be very 
grateful.

We know very little about the early years of the Wheel. On Henry Davenport’s estate map of 1720 
the Wheel is called Wheel House but whether it was only a farmstead at this time I don’t know. By 
the nineteenth century The Wheel is an Inn offering accommodation as this article shows.

In April 1844 at Stafford Assizes an action against Mrs Hammond of the Wheel Inn was brought by 
Mr Hawthorn. He claimed that he and his brother arrived back late and found that the door of the 
pub was locked. In spite of repeated kicks at the door it remained firmly shut. They were forced to 
travel to Bridgnorth and take lodgings incurring extra cost and the fear of vagabonds that they 
might meet on the way. Mrs Hammond won the day. It was suggested that the men might have had 
better luck had they asked politely if they might come in.

The pub was the venue for prize fights. In 1862 a prize fight took place here in which a number of 
men including ‘Mick the Grecian,’ were summoned to appear before the Magistrates. The men 
didn’t seem to take this seriously, half of them arriving after the proceedings had finished.
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Every year in February between 1839 and 1867 Worfield Fair was held at the Wheel. These are the 
dates I have found but they may well have started before this and finished after. It would be good to 
know more about these events.

The Wheel was a regular venue for the meeting of the Abrighton Hunt which is helpful because we 
see what the building looked like at different times. The postcard is from 1909.

Auctions were held at the pub. In 1849 there is a sale of timber. Upwards of 320 ash, elm, wych elm 
and poplar trees and 3 acres of coppice trees in the Parish of Worfield available to view at Wyken 
House. The timber the property  of Mrs Bache and the coppice growing on Mrs Bache’s land at 

Barnsley and in the occupation of Richard Thomas. (Shrewsbury Chronicle 26 October 1849)

By 1931 the Wheel is called The Wheel Hotel and it offers hotel accommodation, dinners and teas. 
Cliff Harrison is the proprietor and the phone number is Worfield 8.

The scrapbook has opened up an area of history we haven’t explored before and I am grateful to the 
Andy and Eve firstly for not throwing the scrapbook away and secondly  for allowing it to be 
shared.
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